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Abstract
Background: Among the main data-analytical advances
of recent decades are Latent Growth Models (LGM) and
Multilevel Models (MLM) for the analysis of longitudinal
data. Objective: We discuss the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the two analytical methods and offer
some practical guidelines concerning the choice between LGM and MLM based on (a) completeness and
balance of the data, (b) theoretical functional form of
change examined, (c) examination of the error structure,
(d) theoretical relations among differential level effects
and differential change effects, and (e) role of timeinvariant covariates. Methods: To discuss LGM and
MLM, we provide illustrations from applications to the
Berlin Aging Study (BASE) and the Swiss Interdisciplinary Longitudinal Study on the Oldest Old (SWILSO-O).
Results: As predicted by two-component theories of lifespan cognition, performance on a vocabulary test (indicator of broad crystallized intelligence) did not decline
over time, while scores on a digit letter test (indicator of
broad fluid intelligence) decreased over 6 years. Differential level effects were obtained on both variables,
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while average and differential change effects were obtained only for the digit letter test. In a second set of analyses, we tested the error-free effect that a broad fluid
intelligence indicator exerted on the latent yearly change
in a broad crystallized intelligence indicator, and vice
versa. In both data sets we obtained strong evidence for
a more reliable effect of the fluid indicator on the change
in the crystallized indicator. This evidence provided support for the dedifferentiation hypothesis of cognitive abilities in very old age. Conclusions: New insights into cognitive aging phenomena can be gained with proper
applications of LGM and MLM. We posit that the choice
between LGM and MLM and their specification rests on
theoretical and empirical motives to be defined a priori.
Copyright © 2004 S. Karger AG, Basel

During recent decades, lifespan developmental psychologists have witnessed some progress from conceptual,
theoretical, methodological, and data-analytical perspectives [1, 2]. Among newer statistical models are Latent
Growth Models (LGM) and Multilevel Models (MLM)
for the analysis of longitudinal data. In this paper we discuss some applications of analytical models to the study of
cognitive aging. To elucidate the themes discussed, we
provide two empirical examples from our research.
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Table 1. Description of variables from the BASE and SWILSO-O longitudinal designs

Cognitive domain

Broad Gf/mechanic
Broad Gc/pragmatic
Time in study, years
n

BASE

SWILSO-O

occasion of measurement

occasion of measurement

IA1

IP1

IA2

IA3

IP3

IA4

IP4

1

2

3

DL
–
0.00
516

DL, IP
VO, SW
0.13
516

DL
–
1.95
361

DL
–
3.76
244

DL, IP
VO, SW
3.99
208

DL
–
5.55
164

DL, IP
VO, SW
6.03
132

CO
CA
0.00
376

CO
CA
1.35
289

CO
CA
2.31
247

IA = Intake assessment; IP = intensive protocol; DL = digit letter; IP = identical pictures; VO = vocabulary; SW = spot-a-word; CO = cross
out; CA = category.

Latent Growth Models and Multilevel Models

LGM appeared in developmental psychology less than
two decades ago [3]. MLM (highly similar to random
effect, mixed, and hierarchical models) applied to longitudinal analyses developed independently [4, 5]. Today,
both methodologies are commonly applied in the field of
cognitive aging [e.g., 6–8]. The similarities and differences
of LGM and MLM, although documented in the literature
[e.g., 9–12], are not always clear and the empirical researcher is sometimes left wondering when to prefer one
approach over the other. In short, MLM may be favored
over LGM when: (a) the data are highly incomplete and/or
unbalanced; (b) the functional form of change can be
represented by a common mathematical function (e.g.,
polynomial, logistic, exponential); (c) the error structure can be represented by a common matrix (e.g., Toeplitz, independent-diagonal, auto-regressive, unstructured);
(d) the theory examined does not mandate relations other
than covariances among change components of different
variables (i.e., static condition), and (e) the time-invariant
covariates act uniquely as predictors of differential level
and change effects. LGM may be favored over MLM
when: (a) the degree of data incompleteness and/or unbalance is limited; (b) the change function is to be represented
by more complex mathematical formulations or is to be
estimated by the data; (c) the error structure is of theoretical interest, requiring flexible modeling; (d) the relations
among the variables’ level and change components cannot
be represented by covariances (e.g., dynamic condition),
and (e) the time-invariant covariates assume theoretical
roles other than predictors of differential level and change
effects. These conditions, however, can be adjusted and at
times overwritten given sufficient familiarity with the
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analytical method chosen and the software utilized for
their implementation.
To illustrate the notions mentioned above, we discuss
applications of LGM and MLM to the Berlin Aging Study
(BASE) [13] and the Swiss Interdisciplinary Longitudinal
Study on the Oldest Old (SWILSO-O) [14].

Description of Research Studies

BASE is a multidisciplinary study of aging combining
psychology, sociology and social policy, internal medicine
and geriatrics, and psychiatry. At its onset (in 1989) it
consisted of 516 individuals randomly sampled from the
city registry of Berlin, Germany, stratified by gender and
age (six groups of 5 years each from age 70; mean age =
84.9 years, age range = 69.7–103.1 years) [cf. 15]. The
study is now in its fifth wave, but only data of the first four
occasions are presented here. The first, third, and fourth
waves of data collection were preceded by an initial
assessment, during which fewer variables were administered. The full longitudinal cognitive battery included
eight variables. However, for simplicity and illustration
purpose, we will limit the analyses presented here to two
markers of perceptual speed (digit letter and identical pictures) and two markers of verbal knowledge (vocabulary
and spot-a-word). The data unbalance is apparent from
table 1. In particular, the digit letter test was assessed seven times, while the other selected cognitive variables were
limited to three assessments.
SWILSO-O is an interdisciplinary study of aging involving sociology, social psychology, cognitive psychology, social medicine, and econometrics. Two age-parallel
cohorts comprise the sample, the first begun in 1994 (now
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in its eighth wave), the second in 1999 (currently in its
fourth wave). The cognitive tests illustrated here were
included only in the latter cohort. At inception, the second cohort comprised 376 participants stratified by geographical region (191 in rural Valais, Switzerland, vs. 185
in urban Geneva, Switzerland). The mean age at time 1
was 81.9 years, the age range 79.5–84.5 years. In contrast
to the BASE cognitive design, the SWILSO-O cognitive
design, albeit less comprehensive in its research pursuits,
is balanced. Because of the shorter duration and the different age composition of the sample, the dropout rate at
the end of the periods considered is smaller for SWILSOO than for BASE (34.31% dropout rate in 2.31 years for
SWILSO-O versus 74.42% throughout 6.03 years for
BASE).

Static Relations between Broad Gf/Mechanic
and Broad Gc/Pragmatic Markers

In this first set of analyses we were mainly interested in
relations among cognitive variables of different domains,
as hypothesized by two component theories of lifespan
cognition [e.g., 16]. In particular, we were interested in the
relationships among markers of broad Gf/mechanic and
broad Gc/pragmatic domains. For didactical reasons, we
will illustrate this application only with the digit letter (assessed seven times) and the vocabulary (assessed three
times) tests of BASE. Classical model of change would
have required that the variables analyzed be balanced,
that is to say assessed an equal number of times. This
inevitably would have resulted in the loss of more than
half of the digit letter assessments. More modern models
can not only accommodate incomplete data (unavoidable
in longitudinal aging studies), but also unbalanced data.
The theoretical motivation of the analyses could be
addressed with covariance relations among the level and
change components of each variable. Moreover, we limited ourselves to polynomial change, and were not substantively motivated to investigate the structure of the
residual effects of change. Hence, we favored the MLM
approach. We defined change as the passing of time in
years since the beginning of the study (i.e., we applied the
time in study temporal definition because theoretical motives did not favor a different temporal definition). To
obtain unbiased estimates of person-level covariances we
centered the data around each person’s mean of time in
study [cf. 17–19].
We first studied the change function of each variable in
a univariate fashion. This implied two separate, unrelated
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MLM. For each variable we studied the existence (i.e., significant difference from 0) of the random effect of the
intercept (analogous to the variance of the level factor in
LGM), fixed linear effect of time (i.e., mean of the linear
slope factor), the random linear effect of time (i.e., variance of the linear slope factor), and the ‘level 2’ covariance (i.e., covariance between level and linear slope factors over participants). For the digit letter variable, assessed up to seven times, we also tested for fixed and random quadratic effects of time (i.e., for the mean and the
variance of a quadratic slope factor) and these were found
not to be statistically significant.
The two cognitive variables displayed reliable fixed
and random intercept effects, while only digit letter displayed both reliable fixed and random linear time effects.
Hence, on average, the sample’s performance varied
around the intercept of both the digit letter and vocabulary tests. However, average and differential linear change
were displayed only on the digit letter test. The sample’s
performance on the vocabulary test stayed constant during the period considered. This situation (variation
around the intercept of both tests and only variation
around the linear slope of digit letter) gave rise to a three
by three ‘level 2’ covariance matrix, that is a covariance
matrix about the participants’ heterogeneity around the
intercepts and linear slope components. The covariance
matrix contained the information about how much the
sample varied on the intercept of both tests, how much
the sample varied with the respect to the change in digit
letter, and about the covariations among these components. Statistical testing of this covariance matrix concluded that all six elements were different from zero. The
level variance was 90.75 for digit letter and 74.73 for
vocabulary, while the slope variance of digit letter was
0.78. The correlation between the levels of digit letter and
vocabulary was 0.64. The level and slope of digit letter
correlated 0.49, while the slope of digit letter correlated
0.28 with the level of vocabulary.
As predicted by two-component theories of lifespan
cognition, the broad Gf/mechanic marker displayed negative age changes within the present longitudinal observation interval of up to 6 years, while the broad Gc/pragmatic markers (e.g., vocabulary) did not [cf. 7]. Furthermore,
the positive manifold phenomenon usually observed in
cross-sectional studies among different cognitive abilities
was here observed in latent space as a high correlation
between the levels of both markers. The application of
MLM allowed for the estimation of longitudinal age gradients of the broad Gf/mechanic marker and for relations
among its level and linear change components. The level
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performance on the vocabulary test is not only informative of the level performance of the digit letter test, but
also of the linear change in the digit letter test. However,
no statement about timing (i.e., possible longitudinal
lead-lag relationships among the two cognitive tests) can
be inferred by inspecting the static level 2 covariance
matrix.

Dynamic Relations between Broad Gf/Mechanic
and Broad Gc/Pragmatic Markers

The second set of analyses [see also 20] was concerned
with the testing of the dedifferentiation hypothesis of cognitive abilities in very old age, according to which performance on cognitive abilities is more generalized and less
specific for older individuals, probably due to biological
changes occurring at the brain level [16, 21, see also 22].
An untested assumption of the dedifferentiation hypothesis is that the broad Gf/mechanic markers affect directly
the negative changes of broad Gc/pragmatic markers in
old age.
The phenomenon investigated is hypothesized to occur
over chronological age, so the most sensible definition of
time is in terms of chronological age. The theoretical paradigm can no longer be examined with correlational relations among variables’ characteristics. Rather, a sort of a
cross-lagged parameter capturing the unidirectional effect
exerted by one variable on the change of the other variable
is needed. We hence opted for a variation of LGM, called
Dual Change Score Model (DCSM) [23, 24]. The DCSM
builds upon an LGM by defining the change in the variable of interest as a composite of the latent slope component and the auto-proportion effect due to the previous
measurement, free of unrelated variance. In a multivariate setting the DCSM additionally defines the direct and
error-free proportionality effect of one variable onto the
change in the other variables. If this effect is statistically
reliable, we say that the variables analyzed are linked
dynamically, because the total effect of one variable on
the other will change in time. The dynamic links are
assessed independently of differences in reliability among
the variables analyzed [20, 25].
Broad Gf/mechanic abilities were marked with a composite of the digit letter and identical pictures tests in
BASE and the cross-out test in SWILSO-O, while broad
Gc/pragmatic abilities with a composite of the vocabulary
and spot-a-word tests in BASE and with a category (fruit)
test in SWILSO-O. In each example, the effect size of the
directional effect from the broad Gf/mechanic marker to
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the broad Gc/pragmatic marker was compared to the
effect size of the opposite directional effect, after accounting for the auto-proportionality effects. In the BASE application estimating the parameter from perceptual speed to
the change in verbal knowledge represented a ¯2 decrease
of 31 points for one degree of freedom, while the opposite
parameter (from verbal knowledge to the change in perceptual speed) amounted to a ¯2 drop of 10 points. The
effect size of the former parameter was hence much greater. Similarly, in the SWILSO-O application estimating the
parameter from perceptual speed to change in category
caused a reduction of 4 ¯2 points, while estimating that
from category to change in perceptual speed reduced the ¯2
index minimally. This application provides an empirical
validation based on longitudinal data of the dedifferentiation hypothesis of cognitive abilities in old and very old
age, independently of the sample’s age heterogeneity.

Discussion

LGM and MLM extended the repeated-measures
(M)ANOVA model by focusing not only on mean trajectories, but also on variance expectations, allowing for the
separation of change-related variance from residual (e.g.,
error, retest effects) variance. Moreover, within LGM and
MLM the distinction between level and change is formalized, so that several hypotheses about change correlating
with initial level can be addressed statistically. Advanced
applications of LGM and MLM allow also the modeling
of non-polynomial change functions and of the empirical
‘optimal’ change function [e.g., 8].
The DCSM is a particular structural equation model
nesting and combining the LGM-MLM and the more
classical auto-regressive Markov-type model. Indeed, the
DCSM retains the appeals of the LGM-MLM approach
and adds the estimation of the auto-proportionality parameter. In multivariate applications the DCSM becomes
particularly interesting because it allows for the estimation of the dynamic effects among changing variables,
after accounting for unrelated variance, differences in
reliability, auto-proportionality effects, as well as for the
effects of covariates.

Conclusions

Recent advances in data analytical strategies allow
researchers to relax many atheoretical assumptions of the
past. Nowadays theories and hypotheses of aging can be
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more adequately tested and sounder conclusions can be
drawn. However, any statistical model is only useful if its
theoretical motives are explicit and the match between
the theoretical and the empirical levels is as satisfying as
possible. LGM and MLM are but two analytical strategies
available to ameliorate theory testing processes. While

they are clearly not free from problems (e.g., assumptions
of data missing at random, of ergodicity, and of sample
homogeneity), LGM, MLM, related models of change,
and, most of all, their appropriate applications can deepen our understanding of behavioral processes dear to lifespan developmentalists and gerontologists alike.
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